
[Dairy Management Software]

The DHI-Plus software solution helps dairy owners and managers by 
providing methods of quickly entering, vet actions, production data, 
breeding data, health treatments, and genetic data into the software. By 
capturing this information quickly, the information can be analyzed to 
make deliberate decisions that will impact cow health and increase pro�ts. 

Captures Data Quickly
Without the right data to make deliberate decisions you are essentially making 

educated guesses about how to manage a dairy. One of the most dif�cult tasks 

about using the right information is the time it takes to capture it. DHI-Plus helps 

capture information quick, consistent, and ef�cient.

 • Improve accuracy and consistency of the data.   

 • A centralized system allows for multiple entry points all over the farm.

 • Enter data easily from paper records with quick data entry screens.

 • Use RFID to open up a cow's record and enter new information.

Many Ways to Analyze Herd Information
DHI-Plus provides many ways to understand the information captured on the farm. 

You can look at reports wherever you are–on your phone or at your desk.

 • Discover opportunities to boost reproduction.

 • Follow milk production trends to understand problems or opportunities.

 • Convenient test day reporting with multiple ways to view the information.

 • Customizable reports so you can view the data the way you want.

 • Easily share your records with consultants and to worktogether as a team.
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www.amelicor.com/herd-management



Access critical information away from the of�ce
By accessing the DHI-Plus information on your own phone, you can make critical decisions cow-side, or 

anywhere you have the time. Answer current questions like:

 How much milk was produced?

 How many heifers will be calving over the next six month?

 Which cows are due to dry-off or calve and when?

Quickly Record Health Data with RFID
DHI-Plus makes RFID technology even more ef�cient. You can track 

your cattle individually with ear tags and hand-held readers and get 

cow-side access to complete records.

 Record health data for genomic evaluations.

 Schedule treatments and verify they were completed.

 Protect your business and meet FDA requirements.

Dairy Records Processing
Amelicor processes thousands of herd records every month. That data can be delivered each month so 

that your herd performance can be analyzed for better decisions. Plus the information is secured

 and archived—it’s herd management insurance.

 Powerful dairy management records processing reports.

 Herd Summary, Individual Cow Pages, and many other test day management reports.

 Receive Genomic data from CDCB into  DHI-Plus software.

Genomics: Selectively Improving Your Herd
To be successful in the dairy industry you need to have solid 

management practices that include tracking as much as data as 

possible. Genomics is the science of tracking genetics to expand 

your potential for making better decisions in the future.

 Improve breeding practices by identifying your best animals.

 Cut costs by focusing on feeding your best animals.

 Make better decisions by improving the accuracy of your data.

“One of the decisions we 

made when we switched to 

DHI-Plus is that we need this 

information as soon as we 

can get it… the efficiencies it offered are in 

my opinion a no-brainer.

We have more information now… better 

information… Our manager can vet-check 

500-700 cows before Noon with two vets.”

—Terry Ketterling, Owner – TLK Dairy

Watch the video Why TLK Dairy Uses RFID 
www.amelicor.com/rfid

“Having a protocol for 

consistent and accurately 

recorded data helps you 

improve the future progress 

of your herd.”

—Ladd Muirbrook – Amelicor

Watch a DHI-Plus Health Data Demo 
www.amelicor.com/health-data


